DOCUMENTATION OF PLACES
FOR ENTRY IN THE
REGISTER OF HERITAGE PLACES

1. DATA BASE No.  P06358
2. NAME  Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra
          Chinaman House—stone ruin
3. LOCATION  adjacent Oakajee River, Howatharra
4. DESCRIPTION OF PLACE INCLUDED IN THIS ENTRY
   (leave for Land Information Officer to fill in)
5. LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA  Shire of Chapman Valley
6. OWNER  (leave for Land Information Officer to fill in)
7. HERITAGE LISTINGS
   • Register of Heritage Places:  
   • National Trust Classification:  
   • Town Planning Scheme:  
   • Municipal Inventory:  Adopted  31/10/1996  
   • Register of the National Estate:  

8. CONSERVATION ORDER  

9. HERITAGE AGREEMENT  

10. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
    Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra, the remains of a purpose built vernacular stone
dwelling, has cultural heritage significance for the following reason:
    it is representative of a small-scale vernacular dwelling associated with
    agricultural settlement in the Chapman Valley area in the first half of the
twentieth century.
11. **ASSESSMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE**

The criteria adopted by the Heritage Council in November 1996 have been used to determine the cultural heritage significance of the place.

11.1 **AESTHETIC VALUE**

11.2 **HISTORIC VALUE**

*Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra* is indicative of small-scale vernacular dwelling associated with agricultural settlement in the Chapman Valley area in the first half of the twentieth century. (Criterion 2.1 & 2.2)

11.3 **SCIENTIFIC VALUE**

*Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra* may provide archaeological evidence of its occupation and the use of the surrounding area. (Criterion 3.1)

11.4 **SOCIAL VALUE**

*Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra* has social value for the local community who are aware of its existence as part of the occupation and history of the district. (Criterion 4.1 & 4.2)

12. **DEGREE OF SIGNIFICANCE**

12.1 **RARITY**

12.2 **REPRESENTATIVENESS**

*Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra* is a representative example of the ruin of a small vernacular stone building. (Criterion 6.1)

12.3 **CONDITION**

*Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra* is in poor condition. The place has been neglected over a considerable period of time and fallen into this ruinous state due to lack of any maintenance or works.

12.4 **INTEGRITY**

*Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra* has not been functional for many decades, and has declined to become a ruin. The remains show minimal evidence of the nature of the place, and they are not intact or redeemable. The place has a low degree of integrity.

12.5 **AUTHENTICITY**

The ruin provides evidence of some original fabric of *Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra* in its context, but overall presents a low degree of authenticity.
13. SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
The documentation for this place is based on the heritage assessment completed by Irene Sauman, Historian and Laura Gray, Heritage and Conservation Consultant, in May 2010, with amendments and/or additions by HCWA staff and the Register Committee.

If there is any special curtilage that has been decided by the Register Committee or the Heritage Council a brief description of it should go here.

13.1 DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE
Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra is the ruin of a two-room stone dwelling located on Victoria Location 5663 adjacent to the Oakajee River at Howatharra.

The Champion Bay and Greenough Flat's districts were explored in 1839 by Lieut George Grey, and again in 1848 by Assistant Surveyor A. C. Gregory. Both considered the area suitable for pastoral and agricultural activities, but it was the discovery of lead deposits 50 kilometres further north in the Murchison region that resulted in the area first being settled. The Geraldine Lead Mine opened in 1849, and the settlement of Geraldton was authorised on Champion Bay.¹

Pastoralists moved into the district in the 1850s and took up large parcels of land on lease. In 1864, the township of Northampton was established in the southern part of the Murchison fields, about 34 miles north of Geraldton and a railway line, known as the Northern Railway was built between the two towns and officially opened on 26 July 1879.² The train stopped at twelve sidings associated with pastoral properties. Lead mining had slumped by the time the line was opened due to a 50% drop in price, and many mines closed, some never to reopen.³

In the twentieth century, however, mining and agriculture advanced and the Northampton line was extended between 1909 and 1913, with a spur line from Wokarina to Yuna and a 33-mile extension of the main line from Northampton to Ajana. These lines were wholly dependent on mining and agriculture. With government acquisition of some pastoral properties for subdivision for agriculture, in particular wheat cultivation, the district became more densely settled.⁴

Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra appears on a 1943 Army aerial survey map of the district but not on a 1926 Lands & Survey map.⁵ Local information cannot put a date on the construction of the place, but Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra is understood to have been occupied by a person, or family, by the name of

---

1 'The First Hundred Years: Geraldton Centenary 1850-1950', Municipality of Geraldton, [1950], pp. 5-7.
5 Lands & Survey plan 1926, Battye Library cadastral maps 157A40, CN77; Royal Australian Survey Corp (Army) aerial survey map, 1943, Battye Library cadastral maps 37/4 (433C), CN15.
McDonald, who may have undertaken market gardening of tomatoes. The 1943 map indicates what could be a fenced plot immediately south of the Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra.

A local legend that the place was occupied by a Chinaman who grew tomatoes is just that - a legend. A vague event involving a Chinaman found hanging from a tree in the area sometime in the late 1940s prompted local leaseholder Trevor Royce to call the place the Chinaman's Hut when, in fact, the Chinaman concerned had no association with the place. Trevor Royce leased Location 5663 from the Murrum Pastoral Co between 1977 and 1994. At the time of taking the lease in 1977, Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra was a ruin, as evidenced in 2010.7

While local residents are agreed on the fact that people by the name of McDonald lived there, no identification of this person (or persons) has been uncovered. There is no McDonald listed in either the Post Office Directory or the Electoral Rolls for the Howatharra area from the 1920s through the 1950s. There is also no indication that the place was occupied in association with the nearby lime kilns, but it is possible some use may have been made of it by those using the kilns.

No other information has been uncovered regarding the place.

13.2 PHYSICAL EVIDENCE

Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra, the ruin of a stone dwelling, is situated adjacent to the Oakajee River at Howatharra, approximately 20 kilometres north of Geraldton, in a paddock, two kilometres west of the North West Coastal Highway. The site can only be accessed by a rough track skirting the topography of hills and riverbank.

Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra is only visible on close inspection. The context of the site is cropped paddocks, to the south and the vegetated river alignment to the west, north and east, undulating on a slope down to the where there is a river crossing some 30 metres to the northwest of Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra.

Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra comprises the remains of a stone structure. Elements of random rough stone are evident in the remains of a wall that is the most identifiable element of the ruin. Some low level remnant walls are evident along the east, and scattered piles of stones presumably from the former walls, indicate that the dwelling may have comprised of two rooms. The ruin indicates a north south alignment, with the remnant wall at the north end, but offers no further clues regarding the detail of the place.

The stone is local granite in random sized stones, suggesting local found stone. The remnant wall rises to several metres high stepping down, with a double stone width and evidence of an aggregate concrete mortar. The remnant wall widens

---

6 Information provided by Trevor Royce to Irene Sauman, 5 May 2010.
7 Information provided by Trevor Royce to Irene Sauman, 5 May 2010. 92-year-old John Burges, in a conversation with Irene Sauman 5 May 2010, could only recall the Chinaman story in association with the Hut, but the lack of association by a Chinaman was confirmed to Laura Gary from Kelvin Royce during her site visit 15 April 2010.
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at the base. The east end of the remnant wall also evidences cement mortar on
the face finish. The evidence of the room forms is ground level and
approximately one random course of stone, one along the east, and the other,
parallel, from the north wall remnant. On the west side of there are remnants of
concrete slabs.

At a ground level visual inspection there is no other evidence of the footprint or
other elements associated with the Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra.

13.3 COMPARATIVE INFORMATION

Locally available stone was a commonly used building material for vernacular
farm structures. The random nature of the stone used in Stone dwelling (ruin),
Howatharra and the remote location of the place indicates an opportunistic
approach to the building materials of the dwelling.

There are a considerable number of stone farm buildings still in use and in good
condition throughout Western Australia.

13.4 KEY REFERENCES

No key references.

13.5 FURTHER RESEARCH

-----------
1943 map showing a building on Location 5663 in the location of the Stone Hut. Royal Australian Survey Corp (Army), CN15, 37/4 (433C), Northampton.
P06358 Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra View looking east showing remnant wall at north end (left) and stone remains from there to the small bush (right). L. Gray 15 April 2010.

P06358 Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra View looking south showing remnant wall at north end. L. Gray 15 April 2010.
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P06358 Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra  View looking west showing Oakajee River evidenced by the trees. Also showing remnants of the eastern wall and strewn stone elements. L Gray 15 April 2010.
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P06358 Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra View looking northwest showing Oakajee River evidenced by the trees, and remnants of the southern wall and strewn stone elements. L Gray 15 April 2010.

P06358 Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra View locking northeast showing north wall remains (left) and remnants of the southern wall (right). L Gray 15 April 2010.
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P06358 Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra  View looking northeast showing the 'interior' of the north wall remains. L Gray 15 April 2010.

P06358 Stone dwelling (ruin), Howatharra  View looking east showing the remains of the walls at the southeast corner. L Gray 15 April 2010.
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